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Giovanni Battista Vertova: 
Diplomacy, Warfare and Military Engineering Practice in Early 
Seventeenth-Century Malta 
by Denis De Lucca 
Midsea Books 2001. pp 108. ISBN 99909-93-76-9 

The book Giovanni Battista Vertova: Diplomacy, Warfare and Milftary Engineering Practice in Early Seventeenth-Century 

Malta is a fascinating publication that sheds new light on some hitherto nebulous areas in the history of fortress Malta, 

focusing on Valletta. 

Authored by Denis De Lucca, head of 

A.r:clutecrure and DirectOr of the 

lntemationallnstitute for Baroque Studies 

at the University of Malta, this excellently 

researched and beautifully illustrated book, 

published by Midsea Books Ltd, covers 

three m.aio themes, all related to the defence 

of Malta in the early seventeenth century. 

As implied in the title, the main thrust of 

this new book concems the life history of a 

forgotten brillian milituy engineer-Count 

Giovanni Battista Vertova of Bergamo 

(1592-1647)- who became a Knight of 

Malta in 1617 and who, through his 

excellent connexioos with other members 

of his profession in neighbouring Italy, 

served well the interests of the Order of St 

John at a crucial point in its lustory when 

the Knights were determined to strengthen 

the fortifications of Valletta and build the 

outworks ofFloriana and Cospicua. 

It was Vertova, a brilliant mathematician 

and a veteran of the Italian wars of 

Valtellina and Mantova, who made it 

possible for Grand Master Lascaris not only 

to considerably stiffen the bastions of 

Valletta, but also to obtain the best 

possible ad";ce with regards to what had to 

be done to protect Baroque Malta from 

Muslim occupation. 

Not only was Vertova honoured 10 travel 

to Italy aboard the flagship of Genova as 

the personal envoy of Grand Master 

Lascaris, not only did he manage to put 

Malta on the fore!Iont of contemporary 

military engineering thinking and 

experiment in very troubled times, but 

through his standing and prestige as a 

military engineer Vertova also introduced 

Valletta to Catholic Europe as a veritable 

laboratory of research and progress in this 

field of study. 

Among other things, Professor De Lucca 

tells us that one important figure 111 

Vcrtova's meetings in Italy in 1638-39 was 

the Jesuit military engineer and famous 

Professor of Mathematics Oratio Grassi. It 

now emerges that this person was nooe 

other than the architect of the church of St 

Ignatius in Rome and a tremendously 

influential figure in contemporary military 

engineering practice in Baroque Europe. 

Vertova's discussions with Oratio Grassi 

and with other leading military engineers in 

war-tom Italy revealed the e:ristence of 

many contemporary projects of the 

Knights, now lost, to fortify Manod Island 

and to displace the Cathedral, the 

Universita, and the people of ~dina to the 

Aoriana area 

There also seems to have been at this time 
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great fears of an imminent Muslim slave 

uprising which led Ve~tova to propose the 

isolation of Fort St Elmo with a wet ditch 

and its use as a last post and as a sto~e

house for foodstuffs and munitions, 

complete with a small bertbingplace for 

supply and evacuation purposes. Vertova's 

scheme to encircle the fort with bastioned 

walls was later on implemented by the 

Spaoish military engineer Don Ca:dos De 

Grunenbergb. 

A second purpose of Denis De Lucca's new 

book about Vertova is to introduce the 

reader to two plans of the Grand Ha.tbour 

and Valletta, annotated by the military 

engineer and discovered by the author 

some years back in Vertova's faroily castle at 

Costa di Mezzate. These plans focus on an 

unrealised project for the development of 

the Bi.rgu galley arsenal according to 

contemporary Italian models and on a very 

orderly u.tban experience in Valletta in the 

early seventeenth century. 

Most of the buildings of Vertova's Valletta 

seem to lllve been very different from what 

they are now. There was, for example, a 

huge prison for slaves facing the lower 

Banacca approximating the size of the 

GTand Hospital and the Magisterial Palace. 

The church of S. Caterina d'Italia was non

existent, and the church of Om Lady of 

Victories then faced StJames Cavalier. The 

old Augustinian church faced Old Mint and 

o.ot Bakery street, and detailed plans shed 

new light on the original designs of many 

chmches and auberges including those of 

ltaly, France and Castille, which were all 

restructmed in later times. 

There is also plenty of graphic information 

on the old Cannelite monastery and the 

church of Porto Salvo, and on the layout of 

the beautifully landscaped c~~ards of a 

very different Magisterial Palace, the Jesuit 

college, and other buildings, all revealing a 

hidden Valletta exclusively controlled by the 

Knights which was not immediately obvious 

to anyone walking through various streets 

which then also had very different names. 

In the building of Valletta, this book 

reveals, the Knights made a very conscious 

attempt to balance the arid conditions of 

the Maltese Islands to which they llld 

objected in 1530, with luxurious gardens 

situated right in the centre of their new 

capital city. The land front fortifications of 

Valletta were later strengthened by 

additional outworks including two 

counterguards designed by Vertova who, 

we are told, was also responsible fo~ 

remodelling some bastions. 

In the third part of his book, Denis De 

Lucca provides completely new iriformation 

about the faroily history of Vertova's 

friend, the military engineer, the Marquis of 

St Angelo who had collaborated with him 

in Florence to build a model of the new 

fortifications of Valletta and who was up 

to now thought to have been the son of 

Cosimo I de Medici, the ruler of Florence. 

For the first time, reference is also made to 

the presence in Malta of another friend of 

Vertova, the then famous Jesuit 

mathematician and military engineer 

Giacomo Maso, who not only became the 

personal adviser of Grand Master Lascaris 

on fortifications but was also the author of 

a forgotten treatise about military 

architecture. This treatise was derived from 

a collection of very detailed notes on which 

Fra Maso had based lectures delivered to 

continued:::> 
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d.tsnnguished :tudiences in Rome and 

Palermo and to large gatherings of Knights 

at the Jeswt College in Vallett:l. 

ln VJew of the fact that our present day 

knowledge on Jesuit military education in 

Baroque Europe is still very l.imited, the 

inuoductory information about this highly 

speci.11ised subject in De Lucca's book has 

alJ:eady attracted the attention of some 

Italian universities which will be 

collaborating with the lntematiooal 

Institute for Baroque Studies to intensify 

research about Jesuit knowledge and 

teaching oo military architecture in ea.cly 

modem Europe. 

Meanwhile, Fra Giacomo Maso's 400-page 

treallSe entitled Trattalo deU'Arrhitttlura 

Mi/itan Dt.frnsi''O tf Offinsiva is at presco t 

being studied in depth by the Institute in 

preparation for a publication on this 

subJeCt as some very revealing 

correspondence between Vertova and the 

papal inquisitor concerning the then 

suppressed wow of Galileo Galilei. 

Count Vertova, the godfather of Duke 

Emanuele I1 and the distant relative of 

Samt Carlo Borromeo, died in Malta on 14 

April1647, at the relatively young age of 

55. Denis De Lucca's book surely does full 

justice to his forgotten contribution 10 

military engineering knowledge and the 

development of Valletta during the 

seventeenth century. 

In Ibis respect, one recalls the author's 

preVIOUS book on Carapecchia, descnbecl by 

Francesco Guaieri :md Paolo Portogbesi as 

having been of great importance to the 

history of Baroque architecture in Europe. 

This book was also dedicated to the memory 

of another great builder of Baroque Malta, 

the architectRomano Carapecchia. 

Considered from this angle, the efforts of 

the lntemationallnstitute of Baroque 

Studies lO focus attention on the 

achievements of these forgotten architects 

and military engineers who were responsible 

for shaping our rich architectural heritage is 

indeed praiseworthy, certainly a welcome 

contcibution to our knowledge of Baroque 

Malta and its European conne:rioos. 

Joe Mercieca • 
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rJiatteo Perez d' Aleccio 
Pittore Ufficiale del Grande Assedio a Malta 
by Lucio Maiorano 
Lupo Edizioni, Lecce, 2000. pp 105. ISBN 8887557-07-1 

An interesting publication about the 16th-century artist Matt eo Perez 

d'Aieccio focusing on his life history and on his superb frescoes at the 

Palace in Valletta , has just been published by the commune of Alezio in 

Italy with the co-operation of the International Institute for Baroque 

Studies at the University of Malta. 

Authored by Luao Mruorano, the book contains valuable information about the artist's 

birth in Alezio in 1.547, about his activity in Rome (1.566-76) and Malta (1.576-81) and, 

finally, about his his demise in far-off Lima in Peru. 

Matteo Perez d'Aleccio's li.nest achievement was undoubtedly the impressive ftescoes 

of the Great Siege in the former Magistecial Palace of the Grand Masters in Va!letta, 

but Grand Master Jean de la Cassiere's reference to Matteo as 'er:alkntt ne/la .ma profissione' 

was also proved in other less publicised works produced by the artist during his stay in 

Malta. i\mong these one can mention the Baptism of Christ and the Shipwruk of St Pa11l, 

both remad.:able for theu: dramatic composition and the auention to detail that they 

reflect 

Maior:mo's book contnins an int.J:oduction by the Director of the International Institute 

for Baroque Studies, Denis De Lucca, according to whom the artist arrived in Malta at a 

critical time when the llospitaller Knights of St John the Baptist, having finally found 

security and a sense of belonging within the strong forti.6cations of Valletta, could afford 

to introduce a new Baroque lifestyle by commissioning, among other things, high quality 

paintings full of memories of their mission to protect Catholic Europe from being 

overrun byTudcish armies. 

Considered ftom this viewpoint, Perez d'Aleccio's artistic activity in Malta provides us with 

a unique record of the heroic achievements of the Knights, which are well-explained and • 

beautifully reproduced in the text and various illustrations of this new volume. 


